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Listening and Speaking

Introduction
In this LIFEPAC® you will learn to accept three very different challenges that lead to the same goal. The first 
challenge, mastery of spelling rules for forming noun plurals and adding suffixes, may seem technical as you 
proceed through the lists of rules and examples for plurals and suffixes. Do not be deceived, however, by 
appearances. As you arm yourself with a good dictionary and the determination to sort out all the excep-
tions, keep in mind all you have learned about the development of the English language. Call to mind the 
process of growth and change which over the last thousand years slowly formed the English language into 
the English you speak and write today. Remember, too, all of the foreign languages such as Latin, French, 
and German that helped to form the Middle English vocabulary and continue to influence Modern English. If 
you keep all of this information clearly before you, you should begin to notice patterns in the spelling forms 
you study here.

The second challenge, describing how you feel, is more complex because you will have to look deeply into 
your mind and heart to discover your attitudes and feelings about things. Once you have examined your 
feelings, you face the challenge of putting these attitudes and feelings into words that will clearly and com-
pletely explain to others what you have discovered. Sorting out the proper words for describing your atti-
tudes is necessary because your regular, informal speech may lack carefully chosen descriptive words. You 
will need to develop the skill of carefully eliminating unnecessary words and unacceptable usage.

The third challenge, listening to what is said, may be the most difficult of all because it takes the focus 
off you and centers it on someone else. Listening carefully to what another person says is not easy. You 
may have your mind on something else; you may even think the subject is dull. This third challenge, then, 
demands maturity because listening requires keeping your attention, your thoughts, and your whole person 
focused on another so that you may understand and correctly interpret what is being said.

How do these challenges lead to the same goal? Quite simply. All three focus on precision and clarity of 
thought; all three require that you develop a different aspect of your intellectual and spiritual self; and, 
all three lead you to a greater consciousness of the language you speak and write and to the understand-
ing that using that language clearly and correctly is necessary for communicating with others. Only if you 
understand the power that language has can you listen carefully and respond intelligently to what you hear 
all about you in church, in class, on the radio, and in all situations where you speak to family and friends. 
In short, meeting these three challenges will make you a stronger person. You will become more aware of 
what you say and how you say it, enabling you to communicate more intelligently.

Objectives
Read these objectives. The objectives tell you what you will be able to do when you have successfully 
completed this LIFEPAC. Each section will list according to the numbers below what objectives will be met in 
that section. When you have finished this LIFEPAC, you will be able to: 

1.  Recognize and properly use the correct plural forms of nouns.

2. Use and spell suffixes properly.

3. Think on things about which you feel strongly.

4. Select a topic and organize it.
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Survey the LIFEPAC. Ask yourself some questions about this study. Write your questions here.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Choose the precise language needed to express what you want to say.

6. Recognize and eliminate unnecessary words and unacceptable usage.

7. Deliver a speech.

8. Listen to others.

9. Sort out the ideas you hear into the major and minor points, so that the key ideas become clear.

10. Use standard English in writing and speaking.
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Section Objectives
Review these objectives. When you have completed this section, you should be able to:

1. Recognize and properly use the correct plural forms of nouns.

2. Use and spell suffixes properly.

1.  SPELLING NOUN PLURALS AND SUFFIXES
Spelling is a challenge because English is a living, 
changing language of many exceptions. Spelling is 
important to anyone who wants to be understood 
and recognized as an intelligent person. If you 
think spelling is easy for some, difficult for others, 
and nearly impossible for a few, you are wrong. 
Spelling is not impossible for anyone who wants 
to work hard at it; anyone can become a good 
speller.

You need to understand more about spelling 
rules and language in order to improve your 

spelling skills. Studying the formation of noun plu-
rals and the addition of suffixes will help improve 
your spelling.

In this section you will study both regular and 
special situations for forming noun plurals. You 
will find that some forms are still changing. Cer-
tain nouns ending in o, f, or fe; compound nouns; 
nouns having irregular plural forms; and foreign 
plurals will be studied in this section. You will also 
learn how to add certain problem suffixes without 
misspelling the words.
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Regular plurals. Most nouns form their plurals by adding -s.

  cat - cats   rose - roses

  tree - trees   orange - oranges

Nouns ending in s, ss, sh, ch, x, or z. Nouns ending in s, ss, sh, ch, x, or z form their plurals    
by adding -es. 

  boss - bosses    box - boxes

  dish - dishes   waltz - waltzes

  church - churches   Schultz - Schultzes

  Note: Words ending in the /k/ sound which is spelled ch add -s:  monarch - monarchs

Nouns ending in y. Nouns ending in y preceded by a vowel form their plurals by adding -s. 

  boy - boys   turkey - turkeys

Nouns ending in y. Nouns ending in y preceded by a consonant form their own plurals by    
changing the y to i and adding -es.

  city - cities   lily - lilies

  baby - babies    penny - pennies

Names ending in y. Names ending in y form their plurals by adding -s even if the y is preceded by 
a consonant.

  Murphy - Murphys   Six Murphys are in school.

  Mary - Marys    Three Marys were at Calvary.

FORMING NOUN PLURALS
The plurals of nouns take many forms. The rea-
son for this is the diversity of the English lan-
guage. Some forms are very old and have been 
in the English language since its beginnings in 
Anglo-Saxon or Old English. Words like man 
and foot have kept their old plural forms, men 
and feet, and have never adapted to the regular 
English form of -s added to nouns.

Some plural forms are still changing today. The 
evidence of this change is found in the two dif-
ferent plural endings allowed for some words 
like formula and scarf. Each of these words has 

two plural forms: The plurals of formula are 
formulae and formulas; the plurals for scarf 
are scarfs and scarves. Eventually one of these 
forms may become the correct form, and the 
other one will simply disappear. Change is a 
typical part of a living language.

All of the plural forms are not complicated. The 
following rules and examples should help you 
classify the plural forms with little difficulty. A 
good dictionary is your most reliable source in 
many cases. Use it as often as you need to for 
checking problem words.
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 Using the spelling rules, form the plural for each of the following nouns.

1.1 fox   ________________________________________________

1.2 ditch   ________________________________________________

1.3 house   ________________________________________________

1.4 David   ________________________________________________

1.5 spy   ________________________________________________

1.6 book   ________________________________________________

1.7 ally   ________________________________________________

1.8 fish   ________________________________________________

1.9 county    ________________________________________________

1.10 Miller   ________________________________________________

1.11 toy   ________________________________________________

1.12 jinx   ________________________________________________

1.13 story   ________________________________________________

1.14 alley   ________________________________________________

Write ten sentences using the plural form of the word in parentheses.

1.15 (slice)   ____________________________________________________________________________________

1.16 (glass)    ____________________________________________________________________________________

1.17 (tax)    ____________________________________________________________________________________

1.18 (atlas)    ____________________________________________________________________________________

1.19 (thrush)   ____________________________________________________________________________________

1.20 (porch)    ____________________________________________________________________________________

1.21 (stomach)   ____________________________________________________________________________________

1.22 (sky)   ____________________________________________________________________________________

1.23 (Cathy)   ____________________________________________________________________________________

1.24 (monkey)   ____________________________________________________________________________________
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Nouns endings in o. Forming the plural of nouns ending in o is a real challenge because these 
nouns are not consistent. Your best tools are your memory, your dictionary, and much practice.

Nouns ending in o preceded by a vowel form their plurals by adding -s. 

  patio - patios    shampoo - shampoos
  radio - radios    zoo - zoos

But nouns ending in o preceded by a consonant form their plurals in one of three ways. Most 
musical terms ending in o form their plurals by adding -s.

  alto - altos    piano - pianos
  cello - cellos    solo - solos

Some nouns ending in o preceded by a consonant form their plurals by adding -s.

  Eskimo - Eskimos    photo - photos
  silo - silos    bronco - broncos

Other nouns ending in o preceded by a consonant form their plural by adding -es. 

  tomato - tomatoes    veto - vetoes
  hero - heroes     echo - echoes

Some nouns ending in o preceding by a consonant illustrate the growing, changing nature of 
English. These nouns can use either -s or -es to form the plural and still be correct.

  banjo - banjos or banjoes   lasso - lassos or lassoes
  motto - mottos or mottoes  halo - halos or haloes
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  Look up and write the plural form or forms listed for each word. If any word is new  
 to you, write the definition for it in your notebook.

1.25 indigo  ________________________________________________

1.26 zoo  ________________________________________________

1.27 hobo  ________________________________________________

1.28 manifesto ________________________________________________

1.29 portfolio  ________________________________________________

1.30 mosquito  ________________________________________________

1.31 stereo  ________________________________________________

1.32 tobacco  ________________________________________________

1.33 cameo  ________________________________________________

1.34 grotto  ________________________________________________

1.35 studio  ________________________________________________

1.36 cargo  ________________________________________________

1.37 volcano  ________________________________________________

1.38 embargo  ________________________________________________

1.39 tornado  ________________________________________________

1.40 auto  ________________________________________________

1.41 zero  ________________________________________________

1.42 Filipino  ________________________________________________

1.43 torpedo  ________________________________________________

1.44 dynamo  ________________________________________________
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Nouns ending in f or fe. Most nouns ending in f or fe form their plurals by adding -s.

Be careful not to confuse these nouns with the third person singular verb form.

 Noun: His beliefs are very strong. (plural noun form) 

Verb: He believes in God. (third person singular verb form) 

Noun: Her griefs are many. (plural noun form) 

Verb: She grieves for her friend. (third person singular verb form)

Some nouns ending in f or fe form their plurals by changing the f or fe to v and adding -es.

  wife - wives loaf - loaves  

 leaf - leaves knife - knives  

 wolf - wolves thief - thieves

Some nouns ending in f or fe reflect the changes in English. These nouns can use either the -s  
ending or can change the f or fe to v and add -es.

   scarf - scarfs or scarves  

 wharf - wharfs or wharves  

 hoof - hoofs or hooves 

 handkerchief - handkerchiefs or handkerchieves
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 Fill in the blanks with the correct singular or plural forms. If a word has more than one  
 plural form, give both. Use your dictionary if you are uncertain.

 Singular Plural

1.45   ____________________________ halves

1.46  potato    _________________________

1.47  beef    _________________________

1.48  hero    _________________________

1.49  library    _________________________

1.50   ____________________________ tariffs

1.51  pony    _________________________

1.52  auto    _________________________

1.53  self    _________________________

1.54   ____________________________ leaves

1.55  ally    _________________________

1.56  piano    _________________________

1.57  calf    _________________________

1.58   ____________________________ ladies

1.59  grief    _________________________

1.60  family    _________________________

1.61  cliff    _________________________

1.62  Eskimo    _________________________

1.63   ____________________________ elves

1.64  cloverleaf    _________________________
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Compound nouns. A compound is a combination of two or more words that can be written as 
one word (tablespoon), as separate words (woman driver), or as hyphenated words (son-in-law).

Most compound nouns form their plurals by adding the regular plural ending -s or -es to the final 
word in the compound, according to the rules previously covered in the unit.

 baby-sitter - baby-sitters   kick-off - kick-offs

 go-between - go-betweens   rosebush - rosebushes

Some compound nouns consist of a main word and modifiers.

 father-in-law     major general 
 main word, modifiers    modifier, main word

When a compound noun consists of a main word and its modifiers, then the plural is formed by 
adding -s to the main word.

 mother-in-law - mothers-in-law

 father-in-law - fathers-in-law

 major general - major generals

 editor-in-chief - editors-in-chief

 justice of the peace - justices of the peace

But some compound nouns do not fit these rules. Check your dictionary if you are not sure.

 two by four - two by fours

 ten year old - ten year olds

Nouns ending in the suffix -ful. Nouns ending in the suffix -ful form their plurals by adding -s to 
-ful.

 spoonful - spoonfuls

 mouthful - mouthfuls

Irregular noun plurals. Several nouns form 
their plurals in an irregular manner. That is, 
they do not add -s or -es to the singular form. 
Most of these irregular plurals, based on very 
old forms, have been in the language since 
its beginning. In Old English, for example, the 
word foot was spelled fot in the singular and 
fet in the plural. Man was spelled mann in the 
singular and menn in the plural. As you can see, 
we have changed the spelling for each word; 
but we have kept the vowel sound change from 
the singular to the plural.

In a living language people use certain words 
over long periods of time and the forms for the 
plurals become set. However, some words like 
book, which was spelled boc - bec in Old English, 
took on the regular plural ending -s, books, long 
ago.

Irregular forms are not difficult to learn 
because most of them are forms we have 
learned as young children and have probably 
never thought about before. If you are unsure 
of any irregular form or combination, check 
your dictionary.
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Some irregular nouns form their plurals by changing their vowel sound.

 goose - geese      tooth - teeth 

 man - men     mouse - mice

 foot - feet     louse - lice

A few irregular nouns form their plurals by adding an old plural ending.

 ox - oxen      child - children

brother - brethren (changes both the vowel and adds the ending; used rarely now except in reli-
gious services or readings)

Compound nouns based on irregular plurals are very complex. Check your dictionary to be 
certain.

 man-of-war - men-of-war

 mousetrap - mousetraps (not micetraps)

 oxcart - oxcarts (not oxencart)

 man hour - man hours (not men hours)

 manservant - menservants (both parts change to the plural form)

 woman driver - women drivers (both parts change to plural)

 Write the plurals of the following words. Check your dictionary. If more than one   
 plural is given, write all plurals.

1.65 runner-up   _________________________________________

1.66  fireman   _________________________________________

1.67 knife   _________________________________________

1.68 man driver   _________________________________________

1.69 drive-in   _________________________________________

1.70 bluff   _________________________________________

1.71 board of health   _________________________________________

1.72 show-off   _________________________________________

1.73 passerby   _________________________________________

1.74 mongoose   _________________________________________
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Foreign plurals. Some foreign words have become such a part of the English language that they 
have taken on the regular English plural forms of -s or -es.

 rodeo - rodeos bonus - bonuses

 museum - museums premium - premiums

Some foreign nouns keep their foreign plural endings.

 alumna - alumnae basis - bases

 vertebra - vertebrae crisis - crises

 alumnus - alumni oasis - oases

 monsieur - messieurs parenthesis - parentheses

 château - châteaux emphasis - emphases

Some foreign nouns reflect the changing, growing nature of English. These nouns can take either 
their own foreign plural ending or an English plural. In some cases the English endings are more 
commonly used and will eventually replace the foreign ending. Check your dictionary to be 
certain.

 Foreign English

formula  formulae formulas

index indices indexes

concerto concerti concertos

seraph seraphim seraphs
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 Look up the following foreign words in your dictionary. Write the accepted plural or 
plurals. Indicate whether the form is English (E) or foreign (f) after each plural. Write the foreign 
language from which the word is taken. As before, if you find a word that is new to you, copy the 
definition in your notebook.

 Example: formula: formula (f), formulas (E), Latin

1.75 tempo a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.76 ginkgo a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.77 appendix a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.78 gladiolus a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.79 curriculum a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.80 datum a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.81 stigma a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.82 cherub a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.83 bacterium a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.84 gymnasium a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.85 apparatus a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.86 cactus a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.87 fungus a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.88 phenomenon a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.89 antenna a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.90 spaghetti a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.91 nucleus a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.92 vertebra a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.93 stadium a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________

1.94 octopus a. ________________________  b.  ________________________ c.  _____________
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One form for both singular and plural. Some nouns keep exactly the same form in both the 
singular and the plural.

 deer - deer moose - moose
 sheep - sheep Chinese - Chinese
 elk - elk trout - trout
Some nouns with the same form have an s in both the singular and the plural. Do not 
confuse these forms with regular plural nouns.

 corps - corps Swiss - Swiss
Some of these s-ending nouns are used more frequently in the singular. Others are used 
almost always in the plural.

 Singular Plural 
 news scissors breeches
 mathematics pincers trousers
 physics tongs slacks
 measles clippers pants

Numbers, letters, signs, and words. Numbers, letters, signs, and words used as words form 
their plurals by adding apostrophe s. This is the only plural form that uses an apostrophe (’).

 The paper was filled with if’s, and’s, and but’s. 
 Please, make your k’s and t’s more clearly.
 Why are your 2’s and %’s so difficult to read?
 Your $’s and &’s look the same.
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 Write the rules for the formation of noun plurals and give an example for each.

1.95 Nouns that form their plurals by adding -s.

 a.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 b.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 c.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 d.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 e.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 f.   ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 g.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 h.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 i.   ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 j.   ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.96  Write the rules and examples for nouns which form their plurals by adding -es.

 a.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 b.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 c.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 d.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 e.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 f.   ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 g.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 h.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 i.   ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.97 Write the rules and examples for nouns that are exceptions, that is, nouns that do not add -s 
or -es to form their plurals.

 a.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 b.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 c.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 d.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 e.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 f.   ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 g.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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UNDERSTANDING SUFFIXES
A suffix is an ending, different from the ordinary plural ending, that can be added to a word to give 
it a new meaning or a new function. Suffixes help you to extend your vocabulary and your ability 
to communicate your ideas clearly.

Suffix Meaning Example

-able, -ible capable of, fit for, worth of lovable  — worthy of love

-al of, or pertaining to; action or 
process fictional — pertaining to fiction

-an, -ian, -ean of, or belonging to American — belonging to America

-ance, -ence act, quality, or state of being independence — quality of being 
independent

-ant, -ent one who, pertaining to participant — one who takes part in 
something

-ary person or thing belonging to or 
connected with something

revolutionary — person connected with 
revolution

-dom act, quality, state of being wisdom — state of being wise

-er, -ee, -eer, -ess, -or one who ruler — one who rules

-en to make shorten — to make shorter

-ful full of beautiful — full of beauty

-fy to make, form into clarify — to make clear

-hood act, quality, state of being motherhood — state of being a mother

-ic characterized by nostalgic — characterized by nostalgia

-ion, -tion, -ation, -sion action, state of, or result of inflation — state of being inflated

-ise, -ize cause to resemble idolize — treat like, or cause to resemble an 
idol

-ish like, of or relating to childish — like a child

-ist one who monotheist — one who believes in one God

-ite native, follower Brooklynite — native of Brooklyn

-less without shoeless — without shoes
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-like like childlike — like a child

-ly like, in the manner friendly — like, or in the manner of a friend

-ment act or state of judgment — act of judging

-ness quality of kindness — quality of being kind

-ous, -uous full of virtuous — full of virtue

-phobia fear of claustrophobia — fear of being closed in

-ship skill, state of being kingship — state of being king

-tude act, quality, state of being similitude — quality of being similar

-y full of muddy — full of mud
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 Define the following words using the meanings of the suffixes. Use your dictionary if 
you are uncertain of the definition. Record the definition of any new words in your notebook as 
well.

1.98  guidance  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.99  Christian  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.100 subscriber  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.101 awareness  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.102 achievement  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.103 happily  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.104 imaginable  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.105 citizenship  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.106 prevention  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.107 merciful  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.108 pretentious  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.109 lengthen  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.110 solidify  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.111 freedom  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.112 narrator  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.113 statehood  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.114 solicitude  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.115 fiendish  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.116 sympathize  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.117 useless  ________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ADDING SUFFIXES
When you form new words by adding suffixes to word roots, you need to observe all the spelling 
rules. Those rules concerning words ending in y, ie, and silent e are important.

Words ending in y. When a word ends in a y preceded by a vowel, add the suffix without changing 
the y.

 buy - buying    gray - grayish

When a word ends in a y preceded by a consonant, change the y to i and add the suffix unless 
the suffix begins with i.

 beauty + ful - beautiful
 rely + ance - reliance BUT rely + ing - relying

Several exceptions to the rule include the following words.

 day - daily   dry - dryness
 gay - gaily    shy - shyness

Words ending in ie. When a word ends in ie change the ie to y when adding the suffix -ing.

 tie - tying   lie - lying
 die - dying  BUT dye - dyeing (to avoid confusion    

    with die - dying)

Words ending in a silent e. When a suffix beginning with a vowel is added to a word ending with a 
silent e preceded by a consonant, the final e is dropped.

 advise + able = advisable  imagine + ary = imaginary

When a suffix beginning with a consonant is added to a word ending with a silent e, the e is 
kept.

 excite + ment = excitement achieve + ment = achievement

When the silent e is preceded by a vowel, the final e is frequently dropped. 

 argue + ing = arguing   glue + ing = gluing

The silent e rule has several exceptions, such as hoeing, canoeing, shoeing, and tiptoeing. 
Words ending in ce or ge keep the final e when adding a suffix beginning with a or o.

 peace + able = peaceable  outrage + ous = outrageous

Sometimes the e is dropped when adding a suffix that begins with a consonant.

 argument, awful, ninth, truly, wholly, duly 
judgment, acknowledgment or acknowledgement

Words ending in a double e (ee). Drop one e only before adding a suffix beginning with -e, -ed, -en.

 agree + ed = agreed
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 Add the suffix indicated to the words in each list.

1.118   Add -ly. 

a. lone   _______________________  b. hasty   ______________________________

c. day   _______________________  d. ordinary   ______________________________

1.119   Add -ance, -ence. 

a. interfere   _______________________  b. dominant   ______________________________  

c. independent   _______________________  d. suffer   ______________________________

1.120   Add -ment. 

a. argue   _______________________  b. retire   ______________________________

c. discourage   _______________________  d. acknowledge   ______________________________

1.121   Add -ous. 

a. courtesy   _______________________  b. virtue   ______________________________

c. peril   _______________________  d. miracle   ______________________________

1.122   Add -ness. 

a. lovely   _______________________  b. wordy   ______________________________

c. sad   _______________________  d. aware   ______________________________

Words ending in a consonant. When adding a suffix beginning with a vowel to a word ending in a 
consonant, double the final consonant

 if the word contains only one syllable and the final consonant is preceded by a single vowel,

   bat + er = batter

 or if the word contains more than one syllable and the accent falls on the last syllable,

   repel’ + ent = repellent and begin’ + er = beginner.

When adding suffixes to words ending in a consonant, do not double the consonant

 if the word contains only one syllable and the final consonant is preceded by more than  
  one vowel,

   droop + y = droopy

 or if the word contains more than one syllable and the accent does not fall on the last  
  syllable,

 or if the suffix begins with a consonant,

   pig + ment = pigment

   differ + ence = difference.
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-Able/-ible suffixes. If a word with the same root is closely related to the word you are spelling, 
check the position of the a or i that matches your ending.

 admiration - admirable imagination - imaginable

 horrid - horrible conversion - convertible

If words ending in -ation, -ition, or -ion, are not closely related to the word in question, then -able is 
the most common ending.

 eat - eatable bear - bearable

-ize/-ise suffixes. If a word is nearly complete before the ending is added, -ize is usually correct.

 apology + ize = apologize

 character + ize = characterize

 memory + ize= memorize

If a word is not complete or nearly complete without the ending, then -ise is usually added.

 advise disguise

 despise

Many words use either ending. Check your dictionary if you are uncertain.

 Put the following suffixes and words together with the correct spelling.

1.123 accept + able  ____________________________________

1.124 love + able  ____________________________________

1.125 recognize + able  ____________________________________

1.126 excuse + able  ____________________________________

1.127 convert + ible  ____________________________________

1.128 horror + ible  ____________________________________

1.129 sense + ible  ____________________________________

1.130 distinct + ion  ____________________________________

1.131 create + ion  ____________________________________

1.132 imitate + ion  ____________________________________

1.133 precise + ion  ____________________________________

1.134 extend + ion  ____________________________________

1.135 zip + er  ____________________________________

1.136 control + able  ____________________________________

1.137 begin + er  ____________________________________
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1.138 occur + ence  ____________________________________

1.139 special + ize  ____________________________________

1.140 emphasis + ize  ____________________________________

1.141 memory + ize  ____________________________________

1.142 symbol + ize  ____________________________________

1.143 develop + ment  ____________________________________

1.144 alter + ation  ____________________________________

1.145 profit + able  ____________________________________

1.146 admit + ance  ____________________________________

1.147 commit + ment  ____________________________________

Suffixes and words functions. A suffix changes the function of a word, that is, it changes it from 
one part of speech to another. The following six examples should help you to understand how 
suffixes change the functions and, therefore, the meanings of words.

Suffixes can change verbs to nouns. For example, -ment added to a word, changes the verbs judge 
and achieve to the nouns judgment and achievement.

 I cannot judge you. 
 Only God can pass judgment on us. 
 You can achieve great things. 
 His achievements were many.

Suffixes can change adjectives to nouns. For example, -dom and -ness change the adjectives wise 
and kind, to the nouns wisdom and kindness.

 The wise old man read the book. 
 The man had great wisdom. 
 John was a kind boy. 
 His kindness was known to everyone.

Suffixes can change nouns to verbs. For example, -ise/-ize and -fy change the nouns sympathy, 
advice, and liquid to the verbs sympathize, advise, and liquefy.

 His sympathy extended to all men. 
 She sympathized with him. 
 His father’s advice was good. 
 Can you advise me? 
 Water is a liquid. 
 Scientists can now liquefy gas.

Suffixes can change adjectives to verbs. For example, -en and -ize can change the adjectives dark 
and tranquil to the verbs darken and tranquilize.

 It was a dark, dreary day. 
 The sky began to darken by noon. 
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 The tranquil pond was not disturbed. 
 The doctor had to tranquilize her.

Suffixes can change nouns to adjectives. For example, -ish and -ly can change the nouns child and 
love to the adjectives childish and lovely.

 The child played in the field. 
 Her childish attitude was upsetting. 
 Love binds us all together. 
 Her lovely hair hung down her back.

Suffixes can change adjectives to adverbs. For example, -ly can change the adjectives clear, glad, 
and sad to the adverbs clearly, gladly, and sadly.

 It was a very clear day. 
 Can you see clearly? 
 They brought glad tidings. 
 The child went gladly to see her father. 
 She was a sad child. 
 She looked sadly out of the window.

 Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words in the parentheses.

1.148 Studying hard is _________________________________ .  (sense)

1.149 They were ___________________________________ that he would recover.  (hope)

1.150 Do you have enough __________________________ room for her things? (store)

1.151 That is the most ___________________________________ book I’ve read. (use)

1.152 Noah was a ___________________________________ man. (virtue)

1.153 John and Bill had an ___________________________________ . (argue)

1.154 Last night it rained ___________________________________ . (heavy)

1.155 Jill’s ___________________________________ was felt by everyone. (uneasy)

1.156 It would be ___________________________________ to take an umbrella. (advise)

1.157 The batter went ___________________________________ in four times at bat. (hit)

1.158 The sheriff was ___________________________________ the criminal. (pursue)

1.159 Robert’s rescue of the drowning man was ______________________________ . (courage)
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1.160 The judge placed certain __________________________________ on her freedom.  (restrict)

1.161 The ___________________________________ finished her work and went home. (type)

1.162 Does your car ___________________________________ cover the accident? (insure)

1.163 The sign on the door read, “NO ___________________________________ !” (admit)

1.164 His car ___________________________________ was due on the 15th. (pay)

1.165 We all cherish our ___________________________________ . (free)

1.166 The ___________________________________ on the plane needed repair. (propel)

1.167 He prayed ___________________________________ for her recovery. (day)

 Complete the puzzle.

1.168 

  ACROSS
1.  To learn by heart
4.  Sometimes strikes out 
7.  Suffix meaning of or belong to
8.  Plural of sky 
9.  Tie + ing
12. Reverberations
14. Three blind  ________________  .
16. Suffix meaning one who
17. Dog-like predators
18. Jesus multiplied the  ____________ and 

fishes
19.  One who types
22.  Every day
23. Suffix meaning like
24. argue + ment
28. To make an apology
30. Behold the  ___________________of the 

field
31. Low coral islands off the coast of Florida
32. Having good judgment

 DOWN
1. Places where art is displayed
2. Plural of ox
3. A person or thing which zips
5. The sopranos and the  ________________ .
6. rage + ing
10. A person or thing which is not real
11. Jesus was crucified with two  __________ .
13. The regular plural ending for words
 ending in s, ss, sh, ch, x, z.
15. easy + ly
16. Capable of being changed
17. Solomon possessed great  ____________ .
20. Receivers for sound transmission 
21. the plural of man
25. unite + y
26. The plural of tax
27. Suffix that can change an adjective to a 

noun 
29. Suffix meaning one who
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 Review the material in this section in preparation for the Self Test. The Self Test will 
check your mastery of this particular section. The items missed on this Self Test will indicate spe-
cific areas where restudy is needed for mastery.
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Complete these statements (each answer, 1 point).

1.01 Nouns ending in y preceded by a vowel form their plurals by adding ___________ .

1.02 The regular plural endings in English are a. ___________ and b. ___________ with nouns ending 

in s, ss, c. ___________ , d. ___________ , e. ___________ , or z.

1.03 Nouns ending in o preceded by a vowel form their plurals by adding ___________ .

1.04 Names ending in y form their plurals by adding ___________ .

1.05 Most nouns ending in y preceded by a consonant form their plurals by changing the  

a. ___________ to b. ___________ and adding c. ___________ .

1.06 Most musical terms ending in o form their plurals by adding ___________ .

1.07 Some nouns ending in f or fe form their plurals by changing the a.  ______________________  to  

b. ___________ and c. _________________________ .

1.08 Compound nouns which are made up of one main word plus modifiers form their plurals 

by adding a. ___________ to the b. ______________________________ .

1.09 Irregular plurals are formed in two ways: a. ___________________________________________ and  

b. ___________________________________________ .

1.010 Numbers, letters, signs, and words form their plurals by adding ___________ .

Choose the correct word. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the blank (each 
answer, 2 points).

1.011 The man was not given _______________ to the store. 
 a.  admittance b.  admitance

1.012 The picture had many _______________ tones.
 a.  blueish b.  bluish

1.013 He went to the _______________ to get his medication.
 a.  druggist  b.  drugist

1.014 I must see you _______________ .
 a.  immediately  b.  immediatly

1.015 How many _______________ did you eat?
 a.  potatos  b.  potatoes

SELF TEST 1
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1.016  John carried six _______________ of water.
 a.  bucketsful  b.  bucketfuls

1.017  Six small _______________ come to the edge of the stream.
 a.  deers  b.  deer

1.018  The choir needed more a. _______________ and b. _______________ .
 a.  altoes  b.  altos  c.  sopranoes  d.  sopranos

1.019  The divers went into the _______________ chamber.
 a.  compression  b.  compresion

1.020 What _______________ did Jack give?
 a.  interpretasion b.  interpretation

Add the correct suffix. If more than one suffix is possible give all combinations (each combi-
nation, 2 points).

 Add  -able/-ible   -ous/-uous
  -ion/-ation/-tion  -ance/-ence

1.021 admire  ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.022 regret  _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.023 select  _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.024 continue  ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.025 assure  ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.026  identify  _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.027 desire  _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.028 horror  ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.029 depend  _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.030 ignore  ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Complete this activity (each answer, 2 points).

1.031 Give three examples from the spelling rules for plurals which show that the English 
language is still growing and changing.

 a.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

b.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

c.  ___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Explain what happens to the word below when the suffix is added. Use each form of the 
word in a sentence to illustrate what change in function has taken place (each answer, 3 
points).

1.032 God - godly  _________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.033 admire - admirer  ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.034 wise - wisdom  ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.035 sad - sadly  __________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.036 sympathy - sympathize  _____________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.037 sad - sadden  ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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